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　　　　　　　　　and　Its　Research　Methodology：
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1．　Introduction
　　　Accounting　has　been　called　the　language　of　businessl．　But　it　is　not　so　simple　to　define
accounting　as　the　language　of　business，　because　many　different　words　or　technical　terms
used　in　accounting　are　utilized　with　special　meanings　which　are　different　from　meanings
in　the　common　usage　of　words　in　everyday　life．　The　special　and　professional　meanings　of
words　are　attached　to　the　accounting　terms，　and　this　seems　to　make　accounting　less　under－
standable　to　the　general　public．　In　addition　it　must　be　borne　in　mind　that　the　mechanism
of　accounting（including　the　measurement　system　of　double－entry　bookkeeping）has　two
functions．　The　one　is　to　identify　and　differentiate　the　transactions　and／or　events　of　enter－
prise　by　using　words　such　as　assets，　liabilities，　equity，　expenses　and　revenues．　The　other
one　is　to　homogenize　them　by　attaching　numbers（amounts）and　abstracting　the　material－
ity　of　differentiated　transactions　and／or　events　of　enterprise　from　them．　Therefore，　it　is
not　sufficient　to　define　accounting　simply　as　the　language　of　business．
　　　As　mentioned　above，　we　can　define　accounting　as　a　formal　system　to　express　the
business　transactions　and／or　events　by　means　of　words　and　numbers．　But　this　under－
standing　is　yet　insufficient，　because　the　accounting　phenomena　emerge　in　the　social　con－
texts　and　it　is　important　to　consider　the　nature　of　accounting　from　such　perspective．　This
means　that　it　is　necessary　to　recognize　accounting　as　a　social　and　institutional　practice2．
At　the　same　time，　it　is　also　necessary　to　understand　the　accounting　phenomena　as　a“writ・
ten　and　documented　phenomena”（transactions　and　events　being　written　on　the　account－
ing　books　or　financial　statements：phenomena　on　these　papers）．
ll．　Analytical　point　of　view　to　the　accounting　system
　　　When　we　try　to　study　the　accounting　system，　we　should　first　of　all　consider　the　rela－
tion　of“economic　reality”to　the　words　and　numbers　in　the　accounting　documents．　The　most
widely　accepted　idea　in　this　respect　is　that　accounting　should　represent　faithfully　an　economic
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reality3．　Let’s　call　this　idea　here　as　picture　theory．　The　characteristic　of　this　theory　can　be
found　in　supposing　the　existence　of　“one　to　one　correspondence”between　the　economic　reality
and　its　picture　which　is　expressed　on　the　accounting　documents　by　words　and　numbers．
　　　The　reason　why　this　correspondence　supposed　in　accounting　is　regarded　as　widely
accepted　is　that　it　plays　an　important　role　in　measuring　the　amounts　of　income　on　which
dividends　and　taxes　are　determined　and　the　social　consensus　to　them　should　be　formed．　In
order　to　make　the　amounts　of　income，　dividends　and　taxes　fairly　determined　and　socially
accepted，　the　applied　techniques　of　measurement　must　be　fair　and　rational，　and　the　result
of　measurement　should　represent　accurately　an　economic　reality　of　business　enterprise．
Needless　to　say，　to　constitute　such　social　acceptance　or　consensus，　this　measurement　pro－
cess　must　be　performed　in　compliance　with　the　social　norms’（for　example，　Commercial
Law，　Tax　Laws　and　Accounting　Standards　and　so　on）．　When　we　try　to　Study　accounting，
we　must，　therefore，　study　not　only　the　nature　of　measurement　mechanism，　but　also　the
social　and　institutional　aspects　of　accounting．
　　　Each　of　such　social　norms　which　regulate　the　accounting　processes　takes　a　different
appearance，　depending　upon　the　influences　of　the　historical，　economic　and　cultural　envi・
ronments　of　the　country．　When　we　try　to　study　the　accounting　system　of　each　country
internationally　and　comparably，　it　will　be　an　indispensable　task　to　clarify　the　characteris－
tics　of　accounting　system　under　such　influences‘．
皿．Characteristics　of　contemporary　accounting　Practices
　　　To　make　clear　the　characteristics　of　contemporary　accounting　practices，　the
“Pensionsgeschafte”（Pension　Transactions）in　German　Bank　Accounting　are　selected　here
as　an　example．　Pursuant　to　Section　340b　of　the　German　Commercial　Code，　the　Pension
Transactions　are　defined　as　follows：
“Pension　Transactions　are　contracts　by　means　of　which　a　financial　institution
（pledgor）transfers，　in　exchange　for　payment　of　an　amount，　certain　assets　belonging　to
it　to　another　financial　institution　or　one　of　its　customers（creditor），　and　in　which
contracts　it　is　simultaneously　agreed　that　such　assets　shall　or　may　be　later
retransferred　to　the　pledgor　upon　payment　of　the　amount　received　or　another　amount
agreed　to　in　advance．”
　　　And　in　the　case　of　a“genuine　cash　sale　coupled　with　a　contract　for　subsequent　repur・
chase”（Genuine　Pension　Transaction）（Section　340b（2）of　the　German　Commercial　Code），
the　transferred　assets　are　to　be　carried　on　the　balance　sheet　of　the　pledgor．　The　pledgor
shall　show　in　its　balance　sheet　in　favor　of　the　creditor　an　obligatioh　in　the　amount　of　the
sum　received　pursuant　to　the　transfer．　If　a　higher　or　lower　amount　is　agreed　upon　for　the
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retransfer，　the　difference　is　to　be　apportioned　over　the　term　of　the　transaction．　The　pledgor
shall　additionally　state　in　the　notes　the　book　value　of　the　assets　involved．　The　creditor
may　not　state　in　its　balance　sheet　the　assets　transferred　to　it　for　purposes　of　the　transac・
tion；it　must　show　in　its　balance　sheet　a　claim　against　the　pledgor　in　the　amount　of　the　sum
transferred．　In　the　event　that　a　higher　or　lower　amount　is　agreed　upon　for　retransfer，　the
difference　shall　be　apportioned　over　the　term　of　the　transaction5．
　　　Pursuant　to　Section　340b（4）of　the　German　Commercial　Code，　the　balance　sheets　are
prepared　in　the　form　as　follows：
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Pledgor’s　Balance　Sheet
Assets　Side：
　　　Assets　transferred
　　　Difference　of　amount
Liabilities　Side：
　　　Obligations　in　the　amounts　of　the　sum　received　pursuant　to　the　transfer
　　　Difference　of　amount
Creditor’s　Balance　Sheet
Assets　Side：
　　　Claim　against　the　pledgor
　　　Difference　of　amount
Liabilities　Side：
　　　Difference　of　amount
Notes
Book　value　of　the　assets　involved
　　　From　this　accounting　treatments，　it　will　be　clear　that　the　words“Assets　transferred”
are　an　exuviae（only　a　form）without　substance．　Nevertheless，　the　assets　are　described　on
the　balance　sheet　as　if　the　assets　involved　were　really　in　existence．　It　could　be　said　that　a
virtual　image　or　a　phantom　is　represented　on　the　balance　sheet　by　such　accounting　treat－
ments6．　We　can　not　explain　such　a　new　situation　in　accounting　Practice　by　apPlying
picture　theory．　This　seems　to　be　typical　characteristics　of　contemporary　accounting　prac－
tices，　in　which　the　accounting　problems　on　derivatives　and　intangible　assets　are　included．
IV．　The　meaning　of　the　valuation　based　on“fair　vallle”
Accounting　processes　could　be　constituted　by　words　and　numbers（amounts）．　By
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words　are　here　meant　the　accounting　terms（for　example，　assets，　liabilities，　equity，　reve－
nues　and　expenses　etc．）and　by　numbers　are　meant　the　amounts　on　the　accounting　books
and　the　financial　statements．　And　it　is　said　that　the　recent　accounting　reporting　practices
are　steadily　moving　away　from　the　traditional　historical　cost－basis　to　the　fair　value－basis．
We　can　see　here　a　trend　towards　valuation　based　on　fair　value，　particularly　for　the　finan－
cial　instruments7．
　　　To　analyze　and　make　clear　the　nature　of　this　trend　in　accounting　valuation，　the　prob－
lems　which　will　stem　from　the　valuation　based　on　fair　value　must　be　considered．　It　seems
to　me　that　these　problems　are　occurring　around　the　valuation　by　fair　value．　It　could　be
said　that　the　accountants’world　is　now　evolving　towards　fair　value　accounting8．　It　is，
therefore，　important　to　grasp　the　accounting　meaning　of　the　valuation　by　fair　value，　in
order　to　inquire　into　the　nature　of　contemporary　accounting．
V．Fair　value　accounting　and　its　research　methodology
　　　The　valuation　based　on　fair　value　will　be　internationally　a　dominant　standard　for
financial　reporting　in　21st　century9．　Especially　for　the　valuation　of　financial　instruments
and　intangible　assets，　fair　value　will　be　widely　accepted　as　valuation　basis．　According　to
the　definition　in　IAS／IFRS，　fair　value　is　defined　as　follows！e：
“Fair　value　is　the　amount　for　which　an　asset　could　be　exchanged　or　a　liability　settled，
between　knowledgeable，　willing　parties　in　an　arm’s　length　transaction．”
　　　When　such　amount　is　available　in　the　market，　the　market　price　is　regarded　as　fair
value　and　is　used　as　a　valuation－basis（mark－to－market）．　When　there　is　no　observable　fair
value　on　the　active　market，　a　comparable　value　or　a　model－based　value　must　be　applied
（mark－to－mo．del）n．
　　　According　to　this　definition，　fair　value　is　determined　on　the　basis　of　expectation，　as－
sumption　and　estimation　of　the　market正2．　From　considering　the　content　of　this　definition，
it　seems　to　be　clear　that　fair　value　is　defined　as　a　hypothetical　market　price　under　unreal－
istic　conditions13．
　　　Because　these　expectations　could　not　be　realizable　in　the　world　of　heterogeneous　ex・
pectations，　it　will　be　almost　impossible　to　estimate　accurately　such　fair　value．　Accounting
mechanism　plays　here　the　role　of　giving　a　special　form　to　non－existent　events　by　means　of
symbols（words　and　numbers），　as　if　they　were　really　in　existence．　We　can　only　see　an
illusion　of　fair　value．　But　we　cannot　recognize　such　fictive　events　as　financial　instruments
and　intangibles　without　such　accounting　mechanism．　Without　accounting　mechanism，　we
cannot　recognize　and　measure　financial　instruments　and　intangibles　as　the　object　of　busi－
ness．　It　could　safely　be　said　that　accounting　is　a　mechanism　by　which　fictive　events　are
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documented　or　represented　with　symbols（words　and　numbers），　as　if　these　events　were
really　in　existence．　We　can　see　here　only　an　illusion　or　a　virtual　reality．
　　　To　explain　these　accounting　phenomena，　it　is　necessary　to　understand　the　nature　of
accounting，　not　by　means　of　picture　theory　under　which　accounting　is　supposed　as　repre－
senting　correctly　the　econorpic　realityl4，　but　through　the　analysis　of　social　function　of
accounting　terminology　and　valuation　mechanism，　which　could　be　called　as‘‘symbol　func－
tioning　theory”15．
　　　As　noted　above，“Fair　Value”could　be　said　one　of　the　most　important　concepts　with
which　we（accountants，　business　persons　and　students　of　business　administration）should
be　familiar16．　Here　will　be　discussed　briefly　the　research　methodology　on　contemporary
accounting，　having　focused　on　fair　value．
　　　The　process　of　recognition　and　measurement　in　accounting　could　be　said　to　be　the
process　of　differentiating　under　a　certain　name　an　event　that　is　a　product　of　historical，
economic　and　social　relations（differenciation）and　at　the　same　time　of　homogenizing　the
differentiated　event　by　attaching　it　a　number（amount）（homog6n6isation）．　On　this　occa－
sion，　we　should　pay　attention　to　the　fact　that　the　size　of　this　number（amount）does　not
represent　the　size　of　an　object　itself　which　is　made　in　existence　by　being　attached　a　certain
word，　but　reversely　the　size　of　number（amount）is　determined　only　by　being　attached　a
certain　size　of　number　to　it．　The　act　to　attach　a　number（amount）is　generally　called　the
valuatiOn　in　aCCOunting．
　　　If　we　could　define　the　process　of　recognition　and　measurement　in　accounting　like　this，
it　could　be　said　that　the　accounting　process　has　two　aspects：namely，　the　bookkeeping
mechanism　in　this　process　abstracts（abstraire）the　material　nature　of　objects　of　difference
and　diversity（objets　tr6s　differents　et　divers），and　on　the　other　hand，　homogenize　them　by
quantifying　with　money　amounts（mon色tarisation）．
　　　Now，　after　the　World　War　L　the　gold　standard　system　was　abolished　in　the　European
Countries　and　the　system　was　come　off　also　in　the　U．S．　on　August　l5，1971．　The　era　of　paper
money　has　come。　Under　this　situation　where　money　has　lost　its　substantial　endorsement，
we　should　recognize　that　the　meaning　of　accounting　valuation　has　also　changed：namely
the　valuation　amounts　in　accounting　do　not　represent　the　real　value　of　the　objects　con・
cerned　and　have　become　a　superficial“signifiant”（symbolic　expression）without
r6f色rent監7．　The　referent　to　which　the　symbols（words　and　amounts）in　accounting　refer　is
only　a　virtual　reality　constructed　by　the　symbols　in　wide　sense．　This　is　a　world　of　account－
ing．
　　　Today，　the　nature　of　this　accounting　world　is　getting　more　fictive．　We　should　give
attention　to　the　fact　that　an　existence　constructed　by．symbols（words　and　amounts）in　the
accounting　world　looks　like　an　existence　of　real　world，　but　in　fact，　it　is　only　a　Fant6me　of
non－existence　which　is　expressed　and　visualized　by　symbols．　Therefore，　the　same　word
and／or　concept　in　accounting　can　be　used　with　different　meanings．’And　the　way　to　attach
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numbers　to　this　word　and／or　concept，　narhely　the　valuation　process　is　determined　by　the
accounting　institution　including　laws　and　conventions．　The　differences　in　the　meaning　of
word　and　valuation　could　be　reduced　to　the　differences　of　accounting　institution　in　its
SOCial　COnteXtS．
　　　The　acceptance　of　fair　value　in　accounting　institution　might　leads　to　the　reconsidera－
tion　of　the　nature　of　accounting　from　various　perspectives18．
VI．　The　nature　of　contemporary　accounting　and　the　reform　of
　　　　auditing　system
　　　As　represented，　for　example，　by　the　enactment　of　Sarbanes－Oxley　Act　in　the　U．S．A．19，
we　are　situated　now　in　the　era　of　rapid　change　in　the　social　institution　to　restore　the　reli－
ability　of　accounting　information．　To　attain　this　end，　the　reform　of　auditing　system　includ・
ing　internal　control　system　has　been　necessary．　However，　on　the　reason　of　fictive　nature
of　contemporary　accounting，　of　which　I　have　mentioned　above，　it　seems　to　be　rather　diffi－
cult　for　accountants　to　accomplish　this　task　by　their　own　professional　abilities　and　ethical
responsibilities．　Here　is　the　reason　why　the　auditing　system　must　be　reformed　mainly
under　the　power　of　government．　And　it　is　important　to　recognize　that　the　self－regulation
of　accounting　profession　was　denied　and　the　enforcement　system　by　the　government（for
example　PCAOB　in　the　USA）was　introduced　in　the　auditing　process2°．
　　　To　restore　and　secure　the　reliability　of　accounting　information，　it　seems　to　be　inevita－
bly　required　to　reform　the　auditing　system．　Without　such　reform，　accounting　information
could　not　be　generally　accepted　as　relevant　and　reliable．　We　should　deliberate　on　the
problems　which　could　be　caused　by　the　introduction　of　IAS／IFRS．　At　the　same　time，　we
should　reconsider　our　research　methodology，　and　strive　to　analyze　the　relation　between
the　nature　of　contemporary　accounting　including　the　application　of　IAS／IFRS　and　the
reasons　of　reform　of　accounting　institution．
　　　Accounting　could　be　defined　as　a　mechanism　of　giving　the　spegial　form　to　non－existent
events　by　means　of　symbols（words　and　numbers），as　if　such　events　were　really　in　exis－
tence．　The　amounts　attached　to　fair　value，　which　are　disclosed　on　the　financial　statements，
are　determined　by　using　such　mechanism．　Without　this　mechanism，　we　could　not　recog－
nize　and　measure　such　fictive　events　as　financial　instruments　and　intangible　assets．　Now，
it　is　a　good　chance　for　us　to　inquire　into　the　nature　of　contemporary　accounting　and　its
research　methodology．
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